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Product Name X12DPT-B6 
Release Version 01.02.19 
Build Date 2/24/2022 
Previous Version 01.02.04 
Update Category Recommended 

Dependencies None 

Important Notes None 

Enhancements 
                                                                          

1. Support for BIOS runtime update.       

New features 
1. New JAVA certificate. 

2. Add MultiNode API.                           

Fixes 

1. The format of CPU page is incorrect.                                                                          

2. Host will not reboot automatically after BIOS runtime update.                                                                

3. Fixed BIOS UFFN version mismatch.                                      

4. Power Supply (PSU) Input voltage/Current/Power wording to 

support AC Input.                                                                                                                

5. Host now automatically powers on (if host is off) after BIOS 

Golden Update.                                                                                                                             

6. Evidence generation and the download fails through HII.              

7. CDump.tgz download through SMCIPMITool cannot be 

extracted.                                                                                                 

8. Backward compatibility to support AOC-STG-b2T with PLDM or 

original thermal reading.                                                                                                    

9. Support for AOC-A25G-i4SM.                                                                   



10. Support for RMCP over IPv6.                                                                   

11. IPMI ECO automation test failure. (TS-411 ,TS-412, TS-413)                                                                                                               

12. Added a prompt to ask user if they want to reboot system 

after BIOS runtime update. [137380] - Flashing BIOS by 

"Immediate Update" does not work under Web GUI.   

13. Redfish automation test failure. [137260] - [IPMI ECO 

01.02.16] 31 tests failed will occur when executing redfish 

automation tool [136114] - [IPMI ECO 01.02.13] Automation 

tests Failure. [127406] - Redfish Automation Tool check fail. 

[136456] - [BIOS ECO 1.2] Automation tests Failure. [134718] - 

Redfish automation test failed. [136254] - Redfish automation 

test failed.                                                                       

14. System Crash Dump can be generated/download with the 

wrong license (No key or OOB) [137760] - "Save" button is not 

appropriate for clear event log confirmation boxes [137775] - 

Add SNMP type user Not have * to inform Auth Key and 

Private Key are required items [137778] - Add SNMP type User 

does not generate an error message when using characters 

that are not allowed  [137830] - Mount *.img displays wrong 

file type on Virtual Media page.                                                                

15. Unable to generate "NTP update" on the task list, while NTP 

Enable/Disable. [137841] - Unable to generate "NTP update" 

on the task list, while NTP setting.                                                                               

16. Filter account type "Redfish/IPMI" or "SNMP" will get stuck.                                                                   

17. [IPMI ECO 01.02.13] Automation tests Failure. [136456] - [BIOS 

ECO 1.2] Automation tests Failure. [133392] - Redfish 

Installation Test fail caused by incorrect BIOS preservation 

option.              

 

  

  


